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Chairman Monty called this task force to order at 11:00 pm with the following in attendance: 
Stephanie DeZalia, Joe Giordano, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Jim Monty, Tom Scozzafava, Jeff 
Subra, Krissy Leerkes, Alan Jones, Bruce Misarski, Carol Calabrese, Dan Tedford and Mike 
Mascarenas. Clayton Barber and Mike Diskin had been previously excused. Charlie Harrington 
and Jay Rand were absent. 
 
Also present: Dina Garvey, Brittany Christianson - ADK Action, and Angel Marvin - HAPEC. 
 
 
MONTY: Good morning everyone I want to thank you for coming to our meeting today. We’re very 
fortunate to have Brittany Christianson from ADK Action here to do a presentation on land banks 
and maybe offer some suggestions and answer some questions. We also have Dan Tedford our 
County Attorney here, who’s been working on some things with me. So, once we get rolling and 
have any questions, by all means, speak up and ask. Thank you.  
Brittany, thank you.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Thank you, my pleasure. I am vaccinated, I think most of us are comfortable, it 
feels so good to take the masks off.  
 
MONTY: We’re all vaccinated.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Can you hear me without the mic or would you prefer the mic?  
 
MONTY: I think for recording is why we need it.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah, thank you so much, Jim, it’s a pleasure to be here today. As Jim said, 
my name is Brittany Christianson and I am the Executive Director of ADK Action. We’re a non-
profit, so some of you may be familiar with our work. ADK Action’s mission is to create projects 
that address unmet needs, promote vital communities and preserve the natural beauty of the 
Adirondacks for all and our active projects include broadband for all and in fact Mr. Monty has 
worked very closely with one of our co-founders, David Wolf, who’s kind of the broadband guru in 
the area. You may have heard of our Emergency Food Packages Project, as well. We worked 
with the HUB on the Hill all throughout COVID to deliver our 65,000 meals to low income families 
and now we have transitioned that to fair food pricing; which is more focused on subsidizing the 
cost of food from local farms to make it affordable for low income families and we partner with 
local organizations to deliver that right to the door, especially the HUB on the Hill. We have our 
pharmacy project in Keeseville. Adirondack Pollinator Project, focused on native habitat. We do 
a lot of work on reducing road salt and we finally have an Arts Festivals Project.  
Some of you have received a copy of our annual report, so there’s a little more information about 
who we are and what we do. We have a Board of Directors with 16 members and we have 4 staff 
and the reason why we’re able to accomplish so much with so little is because we have a very 
active board and each board member has a pet project that they help to run and meet, along with 
support in the community.  
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So, you will notice that land banks are not a current project on our list, this is an area that we’ve 
been exploring for about 3 years and we think that there’s a lot of potential, but not yet an active 
project of ours.  
Land banks are, I don’t know how familiar everyone is, please raise your hand if you’ve heard of 
a land bank before. Okay, great, so I’m talking to the right crowd. So, land banks have some really 
amazing powers that could be helpful as we all face down this housing crisis and try and think of 
ways to get blighted and abandoned properties back in productive communities.  
They’re 501c3s, but they have quasi-governmental powers, like the ability to place a super bid 
and get properties out of foreclosure, for example. So, they’re really great because they can be 
nimble, accountable to the community and community driven in a way that other structures, 
sometimes aren’t able to do.  
So, back in 2011 the Land Bank Act passed in New York, late 2011, early 2012 and it is modeled 
after legislation in Michigan and Ohio, essentially, the way I’ve been told from the folks at the Land 
Bank Association of New York is that it is kind of an outcome of the housing crisis. After the 
housing crisis there were funds from the Attorney General’s Office that were earmarked to help 
communities with housing issues and so the Land Bank Act passed and created these structures. 
So, they’re basically obtained properties, at low or no cost through the tax foreclosure process 
and they can exercise super bid authority. So, that is what I was referencing earlier, that’s that 
ability to jump in front of speculators and other bidders on properties. They’re really focused on 
being able to negotiate for the highest community value. So, it’s not always just the financial 
bottom line, it’s about how can their property become most productive for the community and 
often times they’re also bound by community planning agreements, so that whatever use the 
property is put into is in alignment with local plans.  Depending on the agreements with the 
foreclosing government units they can also hold land tax free and lease properties, as well.  
So, this is just a slide on how land banks are created. Local ordinance, pursuant to authority 
providing in state enabling legislation. So, you can have a land bank that stands alone, as a new 
organization and it can also be embedded in an existing redevelopment authority, housing 
department or planning department. So, for example I know that Clinton County and Franklin 
County are both also considering starting a land bank and I’ve been in very close touch with 
parties in both counties and in Franklin County for example, Jeremy Evens is my main point of 
contact and they’re looking at potentially a land bank that could be embedded in, within Jeremy’s 
office. So, in Clinton County, they’re looking at a new organization, but my hope is that you’ll 
consider teaming up with the other counties and looking at a regional land bank. Part of the reason 
that you might want to do that is the funding is allocated based on land mass and population and 
by teaming up, you’d be much more competitive for some funds that are available for starting a 
land bank.  
I am going to skip to this slide, so here’s just a very simple overview, it might be hard to read, but 
this is from the Attorney General’s website. The life cycle of a property that goes into a land bank. 
So, you have a property that’s blighted or vacant, it can be acquired by the land bank and then 
the land bank can rehabilitate it, if that’s feasible and then they can sell it for affordable housing, 
rental or other uses, as well, sometimes grocery stores are created through land banks for 
example. If you are not able to rehabilitate the property, the land bank would demolish the property 
and then they could do a number of things, either partner with a developer to build more housing, 
create a park, if that’s the best use for that particular parcel, etc.  
So, this is a map of New York land banks. It’s slightly out of date, this is from 2017, but you’ll see 
that there are no land banks in our region. The legislation that created land banks allowed for 25 
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to be formed and after the first 25 spots were filled, another bill was passed to allow for 10 
additional spots. So, there’s currently 26 land banks, but I understand that there are several 
applications in the works. So, there’s only 9 spots left available, yet another reason that it might 
be beneficial to partner with the other counties for one of those additional spots.  
 
GIORDANO: Is that currently happening?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah, so it’s been about, with COVID coming on board we definitely kind of 
dropped the ball on this discussion and focused on other things, but we’re having conversations, 
and back in 2019, in the fall we got together with the Treasurers of all three counties; Clinton, 
Essex, Franklin County Treasurers and talked about the feasibility of a joint effort. You know there 
are challenges for teaming up with the other counties. Of course everyone’s at a different place 
with their backlog of foreclosures, for example, different counties might have different goals and 
challenges related to their foreclosed properties and there’s also, I think, sometimes a worry of 
which county gets the first project and how do you decide on how funding is distributed and things 
along those lines, but ultimately the shared service aspect is really efficient for having a multi-
county land bank and the population being as far set as it is here, the folks that we’re talked to at 
the New York State Land Bank Association have really said that they think the best way for us to 
move forward as a region is collaboratively with a multi county land bank.  
 
GIORDANO: Is there any correlation for the colors? Some of the yellow and then the other ones 
are other various different colors and then there are some dots.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah, so you can see like the grouping with the yellow, there’s two different 
color yellows and the projector isn’t portraying it exactly right, so you can see that grouping there, 
that’s the Mohawk Valley Lank Bank, so it’s a multi-jurisdictional land bank. So, it’s a great 
potential model for us to follow in this region, if the Counties do decide to team up and apply 
together and the Executive Director of that the multi-jurisdictional land bank, a gentleman by the 
Tolga, very, very interested in helping spread the model. They have had huge success with their 
collaborations down there and he’s actually, we’ve brought him up to participate in that meeting 
with the three County Treasurers that I referenced earlier and he would be happy to come up 
again anytime and share, you know the real struggles and successes and everything that’s been 
involved with their collaboration.  
 
HUGHES: You mentioned there’s a certain number of spots available, are those spots filled out 
by the legislature or New York State by the Land Bank Association or another entity?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Empire State Development actually.  
 
HUGHES: Okay 
 
CHRISTIANSON: Funding for the land bank and I have to apologize that I don’t know exactly 
where things stand at this moment with the Attorney General funding, I understand and again 
we’re dusting off conversations from over a year ago, but my last understanding was that there 
was expected to be additional funding allocated through the CRI, the Community Revitalization 
Initiative, through the Attorney General’s office. So, when those 10 additional spots were added, 
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additional funding should have come with it, but I need to check on that, but it’s substantial 
funding. So, it’s a great way to get started.  
This is right from the AG website, as well, so, it’s from 2018, but the land banks in New York State 
received over $30 million in AG funding and almost 2,000 properties have been reclaimed from 
abandonment, return to market and put up to use and you see at 701 of those and then had about 
400 demolished or in process. These numbers are quite a bit higher I am sure, because it’s a 
couple of years out of date, but pretty impressive initial results.  
 
GIORDANO: What is the other gap? So, some were demolished, some were turned backed.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: The others would still be in process, so they haven’t reached an end state yet.  
So, in addition to the Attorney General funding, there’s also some other funding opportunities. So, 
there is a RFA that is administered through these two entities for additional funding for land banks. 
Often times the participating entities in the land bank also pay in to help support the land bank 
and then I’ve been told by the folks at other land banks in the State that in-kind services and not 
having to pay taxes, for example, agreements with local contractors, you know there’s a lot of 
different ways that they can support its local land bank beyond these initial large pools of funding 
and of course when properties are sold that funding goes back into the land bank, as well, to help 
support it and to help start to fund the next project.  
So, that’s my last slide and I know I only had about 20 minutes, so any questions?  
 
MARVIN, ANGEL: I read something about after you sold the property that 50% of the tax income 
goes to the State for 5 years. Does that make any sense to you?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: I don’t know anything about that. So, was that based on a particular land bank 
or was that in the legislation?  
 
MARVIN: It was just something I read online.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Okay, I can look into that for you. One thing I would love to share with everyone 
here is we got this nice folder of resources related to land banks in general. We’ve got the 
language of the actual land bank act, some great contacts at other land banks, as well as like just 
an initial analysis that we did showing how much more competitive we can be if we team up in a 
multi-jurisdictional partnership. So, for example, if Essex County were to go it alone it would be 
#25 in terms of population and land mass, based, compared to the existing structures. If we team 
up with Clinton and Franklin County it would bring the regional land bank to #10 for population, 
but #2 for land mass size and both of those factors are taken into consideration when decisions 
are made for both approval and for funding.  
 
MIRASKI: So, is the thinking if there’s energy for this multi-county thing would the creation of a 
new 501c3 be required or would an existing organization or other organizations or does it make 
sense that it’s created?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: It depends, I think that, from what I understand it’s most beneficial to have a 
Board of Directors that’s really representative of the community and that has an equal balance of 
planners and local government folks and even contractors, people that would have boots on the 
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ground, leaders of community organizations, so because of the ideal government structure being 
as such, I think it would be the best start to form a new 501c3 land bank and then have 
representatives from each county and someone like yourself, absolutely, involved in that process. 
But you can, in order to save money and startup costs one certainly could be formed under the 
umbrella of an existing organization.  
 
HOLZER: So, this particular program is it just tax foreclosed property that’s streamlined?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yes, that’s my understanding. You can also, you can make arrangements 
within the community, like my understanding is that land banks could also place a bid on a 
property in general, but you almost always see this happen through the foreclosure process.  
 
MONTY: Could someone in the community decide through philanthropy that they wanted to 
donate property to the land bank, that’s acceptable, as well?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yes, absolutely and you see that happen a lot, especially if the building’s not 
up to code and the costs to rehab or demolish is very high or the title is cloudy, as they say, you 
know really problem properties can be donated and that can kind of relieve the headache for the 
person donating the property and they can even take a tax write-off, sometimes, depending on if 
there’s any value left in the property.  
 
MONTY: Thank you  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: How does the land bank make a determination as to, do we really want this 
property? So, the county comes up with the foreclosure list and we have some homes in Moriah, 
how do you decide?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: So, I think so, if a new organization is formed they might include something in 
their bylaws pointing to local comprehensive plans, for example and then they might give priority 
to projects that are very much in line with the comprehensive plans, but ultimately it would be up 
to the Board of the Land Bank to decide which properties to take on and I think another major 
decision and maybe factor is you know if it’s multi- jurisdictional, you know taking turns with each 
county for projects or finding some way to distribute the funding in the projects, so it’s equitable 
between the jurisdictions.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: And they look at the need for housing, I would assume, obviously.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Absolutely  
 
GIORDANO: How does it work? Like the money flow, there is initial seed money needed; right?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yes 
 
GIORDANO: And then is it self-sustaining after that or is there always a need for additional seed 
money? Because we had talked about this before and we actually, Ticonderoga has received this 
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money from the abandoned and vacant properties, but it doesn’t seem self-perpetuating, so it 
sounds like a great idea, I just don’t understand the economics.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah and in full transparency, I don’t know a deep understanding, but from 
what I’ve been told from other land banks is that the counties and municipalities that participate 
pay in. There’s the grant funding, the in-kind services and then a lot of these types of projects we 
see substantial philanthropic dollars as well, but it does require on-going investment, absolutely.  
 
GIORDANO: $30 million in New York State is that, is that… 
 
CHRISTIANSON: My understanding was and again, I haven’t updated on this since before the 
pandemic, but the last I heard is when the ten additional spots were approved by the Governor 
that there was supposed to be funding to replenish that CRI fund, the Community Revitalization 
Initiative Fund at the AG’s office, but I can check on that and I’ll write you an email and give you 
an update there.  
 
GIORDANO: Thank you. Basically taxpayer money went into that fund and then was distributed 
to the land trust, right?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah and then when what is supposed to happen over time, ideally, as you 
have successful projects they came back on the tax roll and they help to support the community 
and ultimately replenish more than is taken to participate in the land bank.  
 
GIORDANO: Thank you 
 
CHRISTIANSON: Other questions?  
 
MISARSKI: I would imagine that, as your numbers show, a lot of these are demolition and clearing 
the property for the next whatever use it would be. So, how in the disposition of those properties 
how do they typically do that? Again, they just put it on the market as a for sale?  
 
CHRISTIAN: Yeah, so the land banks, they are able to vet the purchasers, so they get to be very 
choosey about who they sell to and what projects they decide to approve. So, they could for 
example say, I am thinking about Keeseville, because that’s where my office is based and I’m on 
the Keeseville Community Development Corporation Board and we had a blighted grocery store 
downtown for a number of years that was empty and dilapidated and in the situation the building 
needed to be demolished and it was a major cost, there was asbestos and everything like that. 
So, what we did informally, outside of a land bank structure; which was much more cumbersome 
and time consuming than it would be if we did have a land bank, because we found a business 
that wanted to locate there, Peru Federal Credit Union and they were willing to take on the cost 
of demolishing, because the property was donated to them and then paid to redevelop the site, 
but the town really needed a bank because TD Bank had closed, so it was a productive use for 
the town. So, there’s a lot of, you know, it’s very case by case and there are a lot of circumstances 
in which, you know the land bank board might decide to turn down an offer because they might 
find that the developer isn’t somebody they want to work with for various reasons.  
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MARVIN: I think I figured out that bill I talked about before, I think what I read was, in New York, 
the land bank can recapture 50% of the taxes returned to the tax roll over 5 years. So, that might 
be another way that sustain themselves.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Ah, that sounds right, that makes more sense. Thank you very much, that’s 
great. And again, I am going to send a lot of resources around, because there’s much more to 
know about the topic and I just want to offer as well that if I can set up a meeting with the folks for 
the New York State Land Bank Association or Tolga from Mohawk Valley who is the one who 
runs the multi- jurisdictional one, closest to us, I would be more than happy to do that.  
 
MONTY: Any other questions for Brittany? Thank you Brittany, very informative. I would like to 
turn it over to Mr. Tedford, our County Attorney who has done some research for me, as well. 
Dan, maybe you can add some things.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Thank you all so much,  
 
MONTY: Thank you Brittany, good stuff.  
 
TEDFORD: Thank you very much, honestly that covered a vast majority of what I know from just 
reading, you know, I guess it’s been about a year now that since this thing started. I, too, I did a 
little bit of a deep dive into the Mohawk Valley Land Bank, they have a good website with a lot of 
corporation documents and bylaws and things and some that was also particularly relevant with 
regard to the Mohawk Valley Land Bank is it is multiple counties, multiple taxing jurisdictions, so 
a key component to getting this approved in like the Clinton, Essex, Franklin framework is going 
to be intergovernmental agreements prior to the formation and prior to the approval, so they have 
all that posted on their website as well. It’s my intention to get a little bit deeper into that.  
 
MONTY: Would Essex County have to form our own first before then join and become 
collaborative with Clinton and Franklin?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: You could do that, you could start with one and add on, but you could also just 
go ahead and do the multi- jurisdictional right from the start.  
 
MONTY: Okay, I didn’t know we needed to be established first before we joined that.  
 
GILLILLAND: It is easier for them to join a winner than to be talked in to join in the first place.  
 
TEDFORD: Yeah, I think you definitely need a local law and honestly, there is no way to do that 
between three counties, so each jurisdiction would have to have their own local law of some sort. 
So, obviously it would be good to have it all coordinated ahead of time. It is my intention to take 
a look at the Mohawk Valley Land Bank documents quite a bit and kind of use those as the model.  
Obviously, if Clinton and Franklin are going to be involved then their representatives, I am sure, 
are going to have their own ideas of what good bylaws and articles of incorporation look like, but 
it seems like a very good starting point, at the very least.  
Another thing, I don’t know if we can put this out to everyone or not, but another crucial aspect of 
applying, getting approved would be having some sort of inventory, or just like, we’re going to 
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need to know exactly what’s out there, what we can expect to obtain in terms of properties, at 
least be able to have a good estimate so that we can put forth a good application. So, I haven’t 
really thought through what a good way to accomplish that inventory is. Maybe it’s been done 
before in some measure, but we certainly will need to update that, so we at least have an idea, 
because they’re going to want to know what the properties there are, what the goals are, what we 
are intending to do with them. So, that might even be the first step, perhaps, prior to.  
 
MASCARENAS: A handful of years ago Dan, some of the Board Members probably remember 
this, we did do an inventory countywide. The code officers took that up and were able to give us 
a pretty extensive list of the properties that they had in their town. Now, being that the code officer 
did that, we didn’t necessarily get it from every community, so we don’t have a complete list. We 
have, like Ticonderoga did an awesome job, I remember that year in getting us a lot of that 
information. I have a big file from when I used to be over at Community Resources of those 
properties and what they were.  
One thing I’m interested in particular, if you came across it or not, was one benefit of a 501c3, 
typically is procurement. You know when you deal with government procurement, you deal with 
high cost in terms of prevailing wage rates and those types of these when you’re rehabilitating 
buildings, my guess is if anything that the State funds is probably going to have to follow that 
procurement, which makes it a little more difficult to recoup your initial investment on that. So, 
that was one question I had. Did you come across any of that in terms of your research, if you got 
grant dollars and then my question is you’d have to follow government procurement, but if you 
don’t you probably don’t? I don’t know how that works.  
 
TEDFORD: Not explicitly, in looking through at the different land banks it was obvious that they 
all had some sort of formal procurement policy.  
 
MASCARENAS: Okay 
 
TEDFORD: But, I don’t know the definitive, aye or nay on that. My sense would be yes and it also 
might depend on how it’s structured, because there’s not necessarily, at least I think, a lot of these 
Board of Directors it’s a mix of, you know, private individuals, you have some, maybe there’s 
some supervisors that are on there and some community members and things, so then you have 
to have everything that goes along with that. So, my sense would be yes, at least to some degree, 
but I don’t know for sure.  
 
MISARSKI: My understanding is with housing, if it’s under 8 units in a building it’s not prevailing 
wage. So, in single family homes there’s no prevailing wage issue.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, it seems like it would be hard to recoup that investment if you have to go 
through that process, it is likely you might not get back what you put into it.  
 
MISARSKI: So, I just wanted to follow up on, I read the minutes from our first meeting last month 
and Mike had brought up a point of, you know maybe a land bank may not be necessary. It does 
make sense to have some process for pulling properties out of tax rolls and getting them to, some 
entities that are going to be developed. You used the term “super bid” authority, is a land bank 
the only avenue for that or can other, can some other entity have that same authority?  
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CHRISTIANSON: I believe that’s a unique authority, but I can’t say 100%.  
 
MISARSKI: Okay 
 
TEDFORD: I’m not aware of any other, simply in this case it’s just statutorily authorized at this 
particular organization can do that and I would imagine that if that were the case of any other 
entity it would have to be statutorily authorized, as well. I’m not aware of any. 
 
MARVIN: I did read in this article that another tactic would be to have tax auctions for first time 
homebuyers, only. I don’t know if it’s state by state that can define it like that and cut it down to 
that population or what.  
 
TEDFORD: Was that in reference to specifically the New York Land Bank Act or was that just like 
kind of ideas for?  
 
MARVIN: It was an article about how you can do a land bank or here’s another tactic that we 
have, tax auctions just available for first time homebuyers.  
 
TEDFORD: I’m not aware of anything.  
 
GIORDANO:  So, a super bid pulls out for the tax foreclosure auction?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: That’s my understanding.  
 
GIORDANO: We have that ability now, the town. If that town wants to formulate a request, the 
town can put the request in to take a property out of the auction and do something else with it; 
right? So, in a way that’s kind of what Bruce said.  
 
MASCARENAS: We already have that ability.  
 
GIORDANO: That’s what I mean.  
 
MASCARENAS: To have any property out of the tax sale, yeah, that doesn’t need to happen.  
 
TEDFORD: Because the County can simply just say it’s not in the tax sale?  
 
MASCARENAS: Right 
 
GIORDANO: Yeah, so basically it can jump in front of other entities.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So, if they showed an interested in the foreclosure list and then we have the 
option to pull that out and turn it over to the bank, I would assume.  
 
TEDFORD: Yes 
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MONTY: Any other questions for Dan?  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: How long does it take to get all those done?  
 
TEDFORD: I mean it seems like a long time. I mean especially if you’re going to be dealing with 
3 counties and the other thing that wasn’t clear to me in terms of the intergovernmental 
agreements was whether or not those agreements would have to take place between, you know, 
school districts and other towns within the counties, as well. That would seem to be a bit much, 
but I don’t know, do you know the answer to that?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: I don’t know, but to the timeline question, Tolga told me it was a two to three 
year process in his case. But, Kimberly Davis is leading the charge in Clinton County and she’s 
been working on this for several years, so I think they might already have a lot of work done on 
their inventory and Jeremy Evens in Franklin County has been working on this as well. So, I think 
there’s a good chance that it could come together a little more quickly than it did for Mohawk 
Valley and it could also be strategically the 3 counties together decide that whichever is furthest 
along gets the ball started, you know gets started and then plans to bring in the other counties in 
to tie in and I do know that in Clinton County they’re really focusing on almost all government 
officials on the board of the land bank that they’re trying to form and we could try and share some 
best practices to show how beneficial it can be to have a more diversified board. So, there are 
many things to work out.  
 
GILLILLAND: I just think working with Clinton and Franklin on other issues, it’s often very difficult 
to come to a consensus on other major issues and I just think that it would be faster for us to 
structure and get the ground work done going as Essex County and in our legislation and we ask 
the other counties, as well, in their legislation, because that is good, to put in the ability to expand 
the capability to join. That would be the easier push than trying to get three counties to all agree 
in all, in every single detail, because we’re all vastly different. You know most of Clinton County 
is not in the Park and they and Franklin and Franklin County has issues. We’re all unique.  
 
MONTY: I kind of agree with Shaun, I think there’s strength with numbers, we found that with our 
broadband alliance, but in the same token Clinton County’s going to join, they want our 
information, but don’t want to help us, so that bothers me. That bothers me, because we’re all 
trying to accomplish the same thing, yet they want our information when we do it, but we were 
told by the Public Service Agency, as well as the Broadband Agency there’s strengthen in 
collaboration, makes perfect sense, makes perfect sense, but getting another government agency 
to agree to the collaboration is different. 
Krissy, do you have anything you want to add?  
 
LEERKES: I do not, at this time, thank you though.  
 
MONTY: You’re welcome. Carol?  
 
CALABRESE: Do some more research on this.  
 
MONTY: Mr. Jones?  
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JONES: The same 
 
MONTY: So, in your expertise, what should our next step be?   
 
CHRISTIANSON: I would say to set the meeting with Togla and representatives from the other 
two counties and have some transparency and I think at the very least even if you decide to go it 
alone with the opportunity to expand, you don’t want to be in direct competition with each other, 
so it might be nice to have a mutual agreement, but I think even before that there’s a lot of 
resources that, it sounds like we both have resources that we want to share that can help answer 
some of the questions that we’re asking today.  
 
TEDFORD: I would say if, whether we go it alone or not, something that we can definitely do like 
today is prepare, get a good inventory going and get that updated or started, because that’s going 
to have to happen, no matter what.  
 
HUGHES: Just for the record I sit on this committee, as well as, the Community Services Board 
and one of the interests that I have was trying to find out how was this land bank was going to 
support the population served by the Community Services Board and Terri Morse, the Director of 
Mental Health had read our minutes from the last Task Force meeting on the 19th, I just wanted 
to put it out there that unfortunately the land bank consideration that we’re discussing would not 
support the population of the Community Services at this time based on the information that she 
had and research she had done. So, I just wanted to put that out there for the public record, that 
as altruistic that idea was, it was a different segment that they won’t cross over.  
 
MONTY: Can you explain what differences. I know she had grant funding available for housing, 
multi-unit housing for mental health issues and substance abuse issues, things of this nature.  
 
HUGHES: She had mentioned in there that the Office of Menth Health provides, the New York 
State Office of Mental Health provides a little over $300,000.00 for housing stipends for those 
who qualify and I think in 2010 the Office of Mental Health ceased allowing people to use the 
housing stipends for mortgages, apparently their position was and I quote “why should New York 
State purchase a house for someone, only for them to sell it and take the money”, therefore what 
is needed to support our clients are apartments to rent and not housing that they will own.  
 
MONTY: Thank you 
 
HUGHES: Thank you 
 
MONTY: Mr. Holzer?  
 
HOLZER: No, I’m good, thank you.  
 
MONTY: Mr. Subra?  
 
SUBRA: No, thank you 
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MONTY: Ms. DeZalia? Mr. Giordano? Mr. Mascarenas?  
 
MASCARENAS: I think we’ve got to look at all our options, not just this or that. It sounds like these 
land banks are still locally subsidized in terms of the government funding it on an annual basis. I 
would like to know that from Mohawk Valley, and what are the contributions from the counties, 
because it sounds like it’s not just State subsidized, that it turns into an annual budget item and 
we have to do that anyway, you know you could also go another route in terms of something we 
had put out there years’ ago with taking some of our foreclosed properties and deciding, locally 
as a board what you want to do with that. You know, so instead of transferring all that authority to 
a land bank where there may or may not be a disproportionate benefit to our communities that 
you’re funding. There just maybe more options in play, so I think we need to continue to look at 
this, but I think there are other mechanisms in place to accomplish similar goals. I know in Ti 
you’ve done a couple of things there where you’ve accomplished a similar outcome to what the 
land bank was. Yeah, you didn’t get funding, but you got to pay for it one way or another. Maybe  
there’s something else, I don’t know, but, like I said I don’t know what Mohawk Valley pays now.  
 
HUGHES: I have a question for Mike, Mike when, what year was that inventory done, that you 
mentioned?  
 
MASCARENAS: Oh god, I would think like 2015 or ’16 was when we did that initially, because I 
left in 2017, so and went over to DSS.  
 
HUGHES:  Do you think it’s worthwhile for us to return to that conversation?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, because you want to know what the problem is; right? You want to know 
what the need is in every community. You want to see what that is. Now the other question 
becomes, we have a list of blighted properties, what we didn’t know was were the properties that 
we could get our hands on; right? So, that weren’t necessarily foreclosed on due to taxes not 
being paid. They were just labeled as blighted by the code enforcement officer. They weren’t in 
county ownership. So, I think we have to clarify that in terms of our inventory, how do we approach 
even looking at that? Because the property could be blighted, but you may not have a mechanism 
to get it anyhow; right? I mean it is what it is.  
 
MONTY: There should two levels of the inventory; blighted homes, tax foreclosures.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah 
 
MONTY: Last but not least, Mr. Scozzafava?  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’m good, thank you.  
 
MONTY: Anything else? I want to thank you all. Let’s plan on meeting one month from today, after 
Ways and Means, again and I think this is something that we can still continue, we need to move 
on. Now, that we’re back meeting in person, I think it’s something Essex County needs, it’s 
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important to Essex County on a variety of levels and what Teri’s talking about is definitely needed 
as well. There may be places on our foreclosure list that suits that.  
 
HUGHES: Correct 
 
MONTY: What we can use for that, I think it’s a great collaboration, Brittany, thank you, Dan, 
thank you. I think we’re all looking for the same goal. The one thing I hate about government is 
how slow it is and how long it takes to do something, but we’re not going to change that, but I 
think we need to keep pressing forward with it.  
 
HUGHES: And we can be leaders in the North Country, that whole area is, so there is potential 
for us to step in and really lead on this and show other counties and other communities how to do 
it. We can be the pathway forward to follow.  
 
MONTY: We can be that lead dog in the sled.  
 
HUGHES: Yup, yup 
 
GIORDANO: What Mike had said, is there any way to go and gather data from the land banks 
that currently exist to see how effective they are? I mean how much are they putting in on a regular 
basis and how much are they actually accomplishing? Is there any data out there?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah, there’s a 2017 annual report from the New York State Land Bank 
Association and then I believe that they’re intending to update that report every three years, so I 
can check with them and get back to you. They do regular, you don’t have to be a member with 
the Land Bank Association, currently 24 of the 26 land banks are and all members do share their 
data with the association.  
 
GIORDANO: It would be good information to have.  
 
GILLILLAND: I was going to say, you know with Mental Health, one of the things is, personally, I 
see we have the power right now to go to foreclosed properties and to do that, you know to do 
that with the eye of providing housing for the mental health issues and stuff and I kind of see this 
land bank has a tool of economic development and basically you know instead of a one gun ship, 
you’re going to have a two gun ship. You’re going to have the County capability as a government 
agency and you have the non-profits there as another more private agency to accomplish what 
we’re looking for, which is to improve our towns and improve our, at least the curb factor of our 
towns and villages which is what people are looking for and whatever tool works, I think we should 
try and get.  
 
MONTY: Do you think Brittany that it would behoove us to invite Tolga?  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah, Tolga, I can’t pronounce his last name, but I can definitely get you in 
touch with him.  
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MONTY: Yeah, that would be great, maybe we can invite him to next month’s meeting and sit 
down and explain, if that’s the group’s thought or if you’re open to that?  
 
HUGHES: Yeah, bring in experts to see what they have to say.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Yeah and maybe add somebody from the Land Bank Association as well, 
because they’re have more of a broader understanding of how, lots of different models throughout 
the State.  
 
MONTY: That would be great, that would great.  
If you could send that information, I’ll make sure to send an invite.  
If there’s nothing else, thank you everyone for coming and Brittany, thank you and I hope you 
make your meeting at noon.  
 
CHRISTIANSON: Thank you so much.  
 
 
THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS TASK FORCE IT WAS 
ADJOURNED AT 11:50 AM. 
 
 
Respectively Submitted,  
 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 


